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INTRODUCTION
AND CONTEXT
In the fast-paced world we now live in, customer
behaviours, attitudes and needs are constantly changing.
For firms delivering products and services in the financial
marketplace, business success can best be achieved by
brands that understand and adapt to these customer
expectations, using this knowledge to improve service
delivery, product and communications relevance, and
strengthen relationships.

online and app-based self-serve channels has allowed
banking providers to bring efficiencies to their businesses
and, at the same time, ensure that customers find them
easier to do business with. This digital advancement
should enable firms to be more relevant and personalised
in their approach to customer relationships, and
differentiate themselves in an increasingly competitive
marketplace.

At the same time, keeping abreast of technological
evolution, making it easier for a customer to do business
with you, and leaving a positive emotional footprint on
the customer experience, all allow a firm not only to
move ahead of the competition, but to stay ahead. Those
firms that fail to harness their customer understanding,
keep up with the needs of the digital customer, or omit to
strengthen their customer relationships, are likely to be
left behind and find the stress of competition to be ever
increasing.

With current accounts being central to firms’ relationships
with their customers, the past few years has seen an
increased regulatory focus on the market; not only is the
Competition and Markets Authority’s retail banking
market investigation entering its final stages, but we have
also seen current account complaint levels increasing at a
time when complaints, generally, are in decline. The
Financial Ombudsman Service has also stated that it is
experiencing rising current account complaint levels,
driven primarily by a rise in packaged account
complaints.

Customer Power is a Harris Interactive programme of
research that measures customer relationships in detail
across a number of sectors, including banking, home and
motor insurance, and credit cards. The research includes
business key performance indicators, such as Customer
Satisfaction (CSAT) and Net Promoter Score (NPS), but
also goes deeper to provide a competitive benchmarking
tool that reveals which brands are doing well across a
range of rational, emotional and intentional metrics, and
why. This depth of information allows providers to
consider where they might best focus resources in order
to strengthen customer retention further.
Digital banking is mainstream and brands continue to
improve their propositions and service delivery while also
encouraging customers to use online and app-based
tools for self-serve purposes. The continued evolution of

Current accounts are not alone: firms have also reported
both loans and credit cards complaints volume increases.
Little surprise then that 2015 has also seen the industry
regulator, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),
introduce new complaint handling regulation for 2016.
With one of its key strategic priorities being to secure an
appropriate degree of protection for consumers, the FCA
clearly feels that not all firms are necessarily treating their
customers fairly, and this must be to the detriment of
firms’ relationships with their customers.
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Within this evolving consumer, digital and regulatory
landscape, and with data collated since 2012, our
Customer Power Banking report can help firms
understand:
	
Which brands have the best relationships with their
customers, and why
	
Which elements of the current account experience the
best rated providers are particularly good at
	
How current account providers deliver on key areas,
such as ‘being easy to deal with’ and ‘personalisation’
	
How customers rate providers on 22 product, service
and communications variables, and how each
influences overall relationship scores
	
Levels of channel usage and satisfaction with each
channel

	
If customers feel rewarded for their loyalty, and the
appeal of specific reward accounts
	
How providers can better support vulnerable
customers and aid financial inclusion
	
Levels of complaint handling, switching and brand
consideration
	
Individual brand summaries, with key headlines
relating to the strength of customer relationships and
other key metrics.
The data within this report is taken from Harris Interactive
Customer Power, a survey amongst a nationally
representative sample of 4,155 UK adults aged 18+ that
have a personal current account.
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BRAND SUMMARY REPORT
BANKING 2015
RELATIONSHIP SCORE, BRAND ENERGY AND NPS VS. AVERAGE,
WITH PLACING OUT OF 12
RELATIONSHIP SCORE DETAIL AND TREND DATA
CUSTOMER CONNECTION SEGMENTS
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE PRIORITIES AND PERFORMANCE VS 2014
EASE OF DEALING WITH RANKING
PERSONALISATION RANKING
CUSTOMER POSITIVITY SCORE
SWITCHING POTENTIAL*
REWARD ACCOUNT APPEAL (APPLICABLE TO EIGHT BANKS ONLY)
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7

11

15

19

23

27

31

35

39

43

47

* Some banks are ranked lower than 12. This is because the switching ranking includes mentions of the 12 banks
within this report and Virgin Money (joint 6th), Post Office (joint 11th), M&S (joint 11th) and Metro Bank (joint 14th).
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BRAND SUMMARY
BRAND X
Market Share

5th

Relationship Score

65%

X%

62%

Relationship Score %: Detail
Rational
Satisfaction
Recommend

Relationship Score 2012-2015 %
Brand X
70
63

Average
67
58

60
59

59
61

74
72
53

73
69
47

Emotional

100
80
60

Values me
Trustworthy

40
20

Intentional
Continue using
Preferred provider
Unique benefit

0
Jan
12

Jul
12

Jan
13

Aug
13

Jul
14

Jul
15

Customer Connection Segments
FULLY CONNECTED

41%

Key

PARTLY
CONNECTED

INDIFFERENT

31%

22%

DISCONNECTED

6%

Net Promoter Score
Brand X
10

Average – All providers
Figure in circle: Ranking

4

4th
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BRAND SUMMARY
BRAND X
Customer Experience Priorities and Performance %
Most important in driving the relationship (derived)
53

Treats its customers fairly

60

The service they provide
Understanding your needs

50

Treating you as an individual

52

Listening to you

52

Quality of dealing with and solving your problems/requests

50
54

Value for money
46

Ability to personalise their approach to your needs
The clarity of their communication with you

56

Relevancy of products to me

56

Letting you communicate in a way and time you want to

56

Range of products/services they offer

57
50

Ability to offer new and innovative products and services
44

Ethical

49

Has competitive prices/charges/fees
Easy to understand products

57

Understanding, empathy of staff

54
66

Simplicity/ease of use
53

The relevance of the communications you receive

62

Staff professionalism
57

Staff knowledge
41

Rewards you for your loyalty

Least important in driving the relationship (derived)

Key
Average 2015 - All providers

Brand X 2014

Brand X 2015
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BRAND SUMMARY
BRAND X
Ease of Dealing With (mean score out of 5 where 5 is Excellent)
3.7

3rd=

3.6

Personalisation (mean score out of 5 where 5 is Excellent)
3.6

3rd

3.6

Brand Energy Score
47%

3rd

41%

Have positive feelings
89%

3rd=

86%

Non-customers would most consider switching to
8%

3rd

35%

3rd

Appeal of Rewards Account (described anonymously)

Key

Brand X

Average – All providers

Figure in circle: Ranking
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